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Contributioos to Contemporary Neurology: A
tribute to Joseph Michael Foley. Edited by
Robert B Daroff, John P Conomy. (Pp 259;
£49-95.) Guildford: Butterworth Scientific,
1988.

American neurologists are well recognised to
be generous to their retiring and retired
senior colleagues. Recently at the annual

427

meeting of the American Neurological
Association, a spoken tribute was paid to Joe
Foley and concurrently Butterworths have
published "Contributions to Contemporary
Neurology", a tribute to Joseph Michael
Foley.

Forty-one authors have contributed to
this beautifully produced and reasonably
priced collection of essays. As one would
expect, the majority of the contributing
authors are practising in North America or
Canada with the exception of Dr Simoncini
and Dr Stuhmer from the Max Planck
Institute in the GFR and Michael Swash
from the London Hospital. The essays were
collected following a meeting held in March
1986 in Cleveland to honour Dr Foley. It was
then his seventieth birthday and the papers
delivered at that symposium now comprise
this volume of dedication.

Reading the account of Foley's
neurological life one senses the warm affec-
tion felt for this eminent American neuro-
logist, a place of eminence justified and
endorsed by his Curriculum Vitae presented
as a coda to this collection of essays.
The authors combine to produce twenty

essays and I feel it would perhaps be
invidious to select particular contributions
for a special comment. Areas ofconsiderable
interest, exciting areas of research develop-
ment and standard essays on many aspects of
neurological disease comprise the collection.
Understandably Richard Johnson writes on
acquired immunodeficiency. The advent of
PET scanning is recognised. Who better than
Betty Banker to write on dermatomyositis
and the polymyositis syndromes and Mon-
roe Cole on aspects of rehabilitation? The
essays are all short but comprehensive as one
would expect from their provenance. I feel
the volume deserves to be well read. The
standard of the printing is exceptional, the
editing accurate and this collection of essays
fulfills its purpose in honouring Dr Foley.

JB FOSTER

Myasthenia Gravis. Monographs in Allergy
Vol 25. Edited by M H De Baets, H J G H
Oosterhuis, K V Toyka. (Pp 160; £57-30.)
Basel: Karger, 1988.

This slim volume represents the proceedings
of the First European Conference on Myas-
thenia Gravis held in June 1987. The book
contains contributions from several distin-
guished researchers in myasthenia, the
majority concentrating on current immuno-
logical work in the disease rather than clin-
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